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Members present: Debi Bolter, Leslie Buckalew, Susan Kincade, Gina Leguria, Mike Sundquist, Tom Nomof, Sarah Schrader, Victoria Simmons, Gene Womble

Members absent:            Brenda Thames

Recollections:                   Mike Sundquist

The purpose of this meeting was to review and sign the Counseling and Science Lecture MOUs, and continue the discussion of benefits and total compensation. 
 
	Recollections from July 8th meeting were edited and approved.  Table Talk was edited and approved.  

Repeatability policies at both colleges were discussed.  MJC and Columbia currently have different policies, and Columbia is offering more courses that can be repeated than MJC (e.g., in PE, Music).  Both colleges have examined their offerings in order to ensure compliance with state requirements.  A workgroup will meet to explore the issue, and will consider state repeatability guidelines and guidelines for courses related in content.  The goal is to make sure the district is compliant with state guidelines and a uniform policy exists across campuses.
Non-instructional PTOL salary schedule was discussed, along with the 11 month contract salary schedule.  Neither is currently in the contract.  There was an interest on both sides to discontinue with a separate non-instructional PTOL schedule, and the issue will be addressed in an EER, the goal of which is to develop an MOU.  The 11 month contract salary will need to be documented and then added to the contract—again, a topic for EER.
	Shared interests (District and YFA) for total compensation options were discussed further and options to fulfill interests on both sides were developed.  District required an additional meeting with the Board of Trustees in order to discuss the possible options.  The next BOT meeting is Aug. 13th, so the team agreed to meet the next day, Aug. 14th 9am-1pm.
  
There was concern that the SISC deadline of Aug. 1 for plan change notification could not be met and that the YFA health benefit plans could be different from CSEA and LTAC.  The District agreed to consult SISC to postpone that deadline or find an alternative solution.  YFA felt that there must be flexibility as other colleges using SISC are confronted with the same time constraints--no cost analysis until late April, but decisions required by Aug. 1st.  
Submitted by Debi Bolter

